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Abstract

This article describes the sophisticated graphical user interface (GUI) of the KIV
verification system. KIV is a verification system that works on structured algebraic
specifications. The KIV GUI provides means for developing and editing structured
algebraic specifications and for developing proofs of theorems. The complete de-
velopment process is performed through the GUI. For editing the specification files
XEmacs is used, and for the management of the structured algebraic specifications
we use daVinci, an extendable graph drawing tool which has been integrated into
the KIV user interface. As proving is the most time-consuming part of formal ver-
ification, the most important part of the KIV GUI is our user interface for proof
development. The proof is represented as a tree and can be manipulated through
context menus. The main proof work is done in a proof window where the sequent of
the current goal, the applicable rules and the main menu are displayed. Which rules
are applicable depends on the current goal. KIV also supports the context-sensitive
application of proof rules.

Key words: Theorem Proving, Verification, User Interface, Proof
GUI, KIV

1 Introduction

Graphical user interfaces (GUI) can greatly improve the power of an inter-
active theorem proving system. A good user interface supports the proof
engineer and simplifies the proving process compared to a proof development
by issuing text commands on a shell-like command console. Providing an in-
tuitive and usable interface for the verification system is as important as the
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development of heuristics or improving the simplifier.

The GUI of KIV [BRS+00,BRSS99,RSSB98,RSS97] is very elaborate. It
was developed over several years as an integral part of the verification sys-
tem. Different from other provers and GUI developments, e.g. ProofGeneral
[Asp00] or LOUI [SHB+99] for the Ω system, the GUI of the KIV system
was not subsequently added to the core prover but instead it was part of the
development from its very beginning. The first version of the KIV GUI was
written using Motif, the recent versions were developed in Java.

The KIV GUI allows the user to manage the algebraic specification, view
and manipulate proof trees and prove theorems. In the following sections the
GUI will be described in detail. Section 2 gives an overview of the KIV system,
Section 3 describes the tool for managing structured specifications. Section 4
describes the user interface for constructing proofs. A short description of the
online help is given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

The KIV system is available to the scientific community. For more infor-
mations please contact the authors or look at our web page 1 . KIV comes
with a documentation that contains a detailed description of the features of
the KIV system and a practical introduction to its usage. This practical course
is used in the education of students at the University of Augsburg and the
University of Leipzig.

2 Overview of the KIV System

The KIV system is an advanced tool for engineering high assurance systems.
It provides an economically applicable verification technology, and supports
the entire design process from formal specifications to executable verified code.
At the basis of the development are structured algebraic specifications. The
core prover is an interactive prover for higher-order logic based on a Gentzen-
style sequent calculus [HHRS86]. For verifying implementation correctness the
KIV system features Dynamic logic rules for a Pascal-like imperative language
[HRS89] as well as for imperative Java [Ste04]. For the analysis of concurrent
systems, temporal logic is supported.

Figure 1 shows the structure of the KIV system, it consists of three parts:
The core prover, the GUI for the prover and a tool for visualizing and man-
aging the structured specification. The core prover is written in PPL 2 and
communicates with the GUI over a TCP socket. The GUI is written in Java.

Most tasks of the verification process are executed using the Java GUI
of KIV, but there is one exception. For the management of the specification
structure a general purpose graph drawing tool (daVinci [FW94]) is used. The
daVinci tool was developed at the University of Bremen. It can be customized
and can exchange data with other applications. We have added KIV specific

1 http://www.informatik.uni-augsburg.de/swt/kiv
2 PPL is an ML-like functional programming language.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the KIV System

commands to the daVinci menu and daVinci is used to send input to the KIV
system core via the GUI which is responsible for the startup and control of
daVinci.

In the following section the two parts of the user interface of the KIV
system are described in more detail.

3 Management of Structured Algebraic Specifications

A structured algebraic specification is a hierarchy of data type definitions
and structuring operations (union, actualization, enrichment,. . . ). It can be
represented as a directed acyclic graph. Therefore we use a tool for graph
drawing and layout to represent the specification hierarchy. Figure 2 shows a
screenshot of the daVinci tool containing a small specification hierarchy as well
as the context menu added by the KIV system. An element of a structured
specification can be in different states which are represented by different colors
and forms of the nodes in the daVinci graph. Specifications imported from a
library appear in orange, specifications that contain only proved lemmas can
be put in “proved state ” and are colored green, blue specifications are not
completely proved. Nodes that contain refinements using programs [RSS95]
(so called “modules”) have a rhombical form.

The context menu (on the lower left of Figure 2) appears after clicking
on a node of the graph of the structured specification, it contains operations
that manipulate the state of this node, e.g. reloading a specification file (“
Reload”) or begin proofs in this specification (“Work on ...”). “Work on ...”
loads the theorem base 3 of all necessary specifications and opens the main

3 The theorem base is the set of all available theorems, i.e. axioms and user-defined lemmas.
The theorem base contains proved as well as unproved lemmas. The KIV system does not
enforce a bottom-up proving, the proof engineer may use unproved lemmas in his proofs and
the elaborate correctness management [RSSB98] guarantees that finally all used lemmas are
actually proved and do not have cyclic dependencies.
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Fig. 2. The daVinci Tool used for Managing Structured Specifications

window of the KIV GUI (described in Section 4).

The menu of daVinci can be extended to fit specific needs. In the “Edit”
menu the KIV-specific menu items are added. There are menu items for e.g.
importing library specifications, to create or delete specifications or to generate
different representations of the specifications for documentation purposes.

Besides a LATEX-version of a specification the KIV system can also generate
an XML-based presentation of a specification, its theorem base and the proofs
of the theorems 4 along with appropriate XSL Transformations (XSLT). Using
these XSLTs the XML files can be viewed with most modern web browsers.

The basis of each part of a structured specification is a textual input file
that may contain sort definitions, axioms or information for structuring op-
erations, e.g. a morphism to rename signature elements. We did not include
a text editor in the KIV GUI, instead we use XEmacs with a special font
to display mathematical characters. In Figure 3 you can see a screenshot of

4 XML-based presentations of some of the projects done with KIV can be found at
http://www.informatik.uni-augsburg.de/swt/projects/
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Fig. 3. Editing Specifications in XEmacs

XEmacs with some lemmas on the right hand side and a specification for sets
on the left. The input files are parsed and converted into the internal KIV
representation after an “Install” or “Reload” command.
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4 The User Interface for Proving Theorems

In this section the central parts of the KIV GUI will be described. These parts
are the main window of the KIV GUI and the windows with the proof trees.
In these windows most of the work is done. The following paragraphs describe
the general functions of the main window (Section 4.1), the proof frame of the
main window (Section 4.2) and the tree window (Section 4.3). Figure 4 gives
an impression of the KIV GUI. Most aspects of the GUI are customizable,

Fig. 4. The Windows of the KIV GUI

such as colors and fonts, using a “Config” dialog.

4.1 The Main Window

The main window of the GUI (the upper right window in Figure 4) is opened
after the user selected “Work on...” for a specification in daVinci. This
window offers a lot of information about the specification, such as the axioms
in this specification, lists of proved, unproved and invalid lemmas, a list of sub-
specifications, the complete signature of all sub-specifications and the theorem
base of the current specification (see Figure 5). The main window is also used
to modify the theorem base, for example by adding or deleting theorems or
by defining various types of simplifier-rules. Various options can be selected
in an options dialog, statistics about the theorem base are available as well.
To modify theorems without using XEmacs and loading the modified theorem
from the theorem input file, a theorem editor window with support for the
input of special characters is available. This window can be seen in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5. Viewing the Theorem Base and the Signature Entries

4.2 The Proof Frame

The proof frame, also called strategy frame, is the most important frame of
the main window. All proofs are done in the strategy frame. It can be seen
in Figure 7. The large area on the right hand side contains the sequent of
the current goal, i.e. what currently is to be proved. On the left side is the
list of calculus rules that can be applied to the current goal. The status line
under the menu bar provides information about the proof, the name of the
lemma, the number of open goals, the number of the current goal and the
total number of proof steps in this proof.

A very important feature of the strategy frame can be seen in Figure 8.
The KIV GUI supports the context-sensitive application of calculus rules and
most important the application of rewrite lemmas. When the user moves the
mouse over the sequent, the KIV system permanently determines the smallest
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Fig. 6. The Window for Editing Theorems

Fig. 7. The Strategy Frame for Proving

(sub-)expression of the sequent containing the mouse cursor and marks it with
a different color as seen in Figure 8: the (first) expression in the succedent is
marked red. For displaying the context menu, the leading function or predicate
symbol or logical connective of the selected (sub-)expression is determined
and KIV opens a context-menu with a list of rewrite lemmas applicable to the
(sub-)expression or in case of a logical connective, the rules for dealing with
this connective, e.g. “quantifier instantiation” for quantifiers. Figure 8 shows
the result of a click on the predicate ⊆ in the succedent. The surrounding
(sub-)expression is s1 ⊆ s2. When the user selects a rewrite lemma from the

8
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Fig. 8. Context-sensitive Application of Rules

context-menu, the necessary substitution for the free variables is computed
in order to match the rewrite lemma with the selected (sub-)expression of
the sequent. Given all this information the “insert rewrite lemma” rule of
the calculus is applied to the current goal. In large verification projects the
theorem base quite often contains some thousands of theorems distributed over
dozens of specifications. Without support finding the lemma you need in a
proof is quite nasty. The context-sensitive computation of applicable lemmas
for a selected expression, as described above, greatly reduces this problem. For
example in Figure 8 only five applicable lemmas are listed in the context-menu
instead of some thousand lemmas that are contained in the theorem base.

There are several user interfaces for theorem provers that feature mecha-
nisms similar to our context-sensitive rule application. The “Proof by Point-
ing” approach [HM94] (as implemented in CtCoq [BB96]) offers the possi-
bility to manipulate the current goal using the mouse. By clicking on a
sub-expression of the current goal a sequence of calculus rules is applied to
eliminate logical connectives and transport the selected sub-expression to the
top level. This is similar to our context-sensitive application of basic calcu-
lus rules. In addition to the application of basic rules we also support the
context-sensitive application of rewrite lemmas. This is not supported by
“Proof by Pointing”. The “Click’n Prove” Interface [AC03] is an addition to
the Predicate Prover (part of Atelier B [Cle01]). It allows the interaction with
the current proof goal by extending the sequent window with buttons rep-
resenting applicable commands. The commands offered by “Click’n Prove”
deal with logical simplification, reshaping the conclusion but also special set-
theoretic transformations. There are two important differences to our system.
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Firstly “Click’n Prove” does not allow the direct manipulation of the sequent
in a context-sensitive manner, instead commands are presented as buttons
alongside the sequent and secondly applying rewrite lemmas is not supported.
In [LW99] a generic architecture for user interfaces for LCF-style provers is
presented, as well as an instance of the generic architecture for the Isabelle
system [NPW02], called IsaWin. The basic idea of this approach is a desktop
with graphical representations of the concepts of the underlying proof systems.
In IsaWin there are objects representing lemmas, sets of simplifier rules, tac-
tics, proof attempts and so on. These objects are manipulated by drag&drop.
Dropping one object onto another causes an operation to be performed that
depends on the involved objects. E.g. dropping a theorem onto a simplifier set
creates a new simplifier set with the theorem included. Although the represen-
tation of objects on a workplace is an interesting idea, working with theorems
(e.g. using them in a proof) by drag&drop seems impractical for lemma bases
with some thousand theorems.

In the bottom-left corner of the strategy frame (Figure 8) another useful
feature of the KIV GUI can be seen. There are two lists of lemmas, the so-
called “recent lemmas” and the “hot lemmas”. Whenever a lemma is applied,
either by the user or the heuristics, the used lemma is inserted into the list of
recent lemmas. If the list has reached the configured maximal length the least
recently used lemma is dropped from the list. If a lemma is very important
and should not be discarded it can be marked as permanent using the context-
menu of the lemma list. The permanent lemma is then moved from the “recent
lemmas” into the “hot lemmas” list. The “hot” and “recent” lemmas are very
useful when continuing a failed proof after correcting an error in the theorem
as well as when proving a set of theorems dealing with the same function or
predicate, since often a number of lemmas is needed in all these proofs.

As theorem proving is a process that often leads into dead ends, a mecha-
nism to step back and remove wrong decisions is necessary. The KIV system
offers two such mechanisms. One is the pruning of complete subtrees of the
proof tree (this is described in Section 4.3), the other is a chronological back-
tracking. With every click on “backtrack” in the strategy frame the last proof
step is undone. This works for interactive steps (applying rules as well as
pruning) as well as for steps performed by a heuristic.

4.3 The Tree Window

A central concept in the KIV system is the proof object. Unlike most other
verification systems known to us (PVS[ORS92], ACL2[KM97] etc.), the KIV
system constructs an explicit proof object that contains all informations about
the proof while proving a theorem. Some other systems (e.g. HOL[Gor88])
have recently been extended to construct proof objects. In the proof object for
every step of the proof the current sequent, the applied proof rule, used lemmas
and simplifier rules, the used substitution for the variable instantiation, the
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Fig. 9. An Example of a Proof Tree

active heuristics and a lot of internal information are stored. A proof is usually
not linear, in most cases it is a tree, because of calculus rules with more
than one premise. The proof can be graphically represented as a proof tree
where each node is a proof step and the edges connect one proof step with
its successors. Figure 9 shows an example of a proof tree. Depending on
the theorem, proofs come in very different sizes: between one an some ten-
thousand proof steps. To support the proof engineer when working with large
proofs, the proof window offers a couple of interesting features. The proof
window has scrollbars to move the visible area and the proof window can
automatically track the current goal, i.e. the proof window always shows the
open goal that the user currently works on. Additionally the proof window
is zoomable. Figure 10 shows the proof tree for a proof with more than 3300
proof steps.

A number of proof systems (e.g. Isabelle) does not focus on proof trees
as KIV does. Instead they use so-called proof scripts. These are sequences
of commands used to construct a proof. Proof scripts are considered to be

11
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Fig. 10. A Proof Tree with 3396 Steps

more abstract and reusable. In our opinion having the complete proof as an
object has several advantages, e.g. the proof can be saved in any state and
continued later without having to redo previous proof steps, the proof engineer
is provided with an overview of the current state of the proof, similarities
between different parts of the proof can be recognized, relevant steps of the
proof e.g. induction steps, usage of lemmas or case distinctions are easy to find.
We think that the usefulness of proof trees as used in KIV increases with the
size of the proofs that are constructed. In our experience large case studies
unavoidably require large proofs with sometimes more than 1000 proof steps
which cannot be split naturally into small parts. We believe that for proofs of
this size proof trees provide much better insight into the proof structure than
linear proof scripts.

Also in our experience proof trees can be reused quite well. The replay
functionality of the KIV system is quite successful in reusing proofs even if
the structure of the goal has changed. The proof tree enables the user to
selectively replay some parts of the proof and skip others.

As seen in Figure 9 the nodes of the proof tree have different forms and col-
ors and the edges also have different colors. Filled out circles ( 1(/).*-+, in Figure 9)
represent steps performed by a heuristic, the others ( 2(/).*-+,) represent interactive
steps. Standard proof rules like simplification are represented by black circles
( 1(/).*-+,), blue circles represent case distinctions ( 3(/).*-+,) or lemmas ( 4(/).*-+,), red circles
represent induction steps ( 5(/).*-+,) or open goals ( 6(/).*-+,) and green circles represent
quantifier instantiations. The edges of the proof also have different colors.
Edges leading to an incomplete subtree are red ( 8(/).*-+,), the edges of completely
proved subtrees are green ( 7(/).*-+,). At the nodes representing the usage of a
lemma the name of the lemma is added to the node ( 4(/).*-+,).

The proof tree is an active object. Left-clicking on a node opens a new
window with the sequent of this proof step and the applied proof rule (cf.
upper-left region of Figure 9). A right-click on a node opens a context-menu
with additional functions. The context-menu can be seen on the lower-right
corner of Figure 9. Among other things the context-menu allows the user to
directly make the selected goal the current goal, the user can prune a tree at
the selected node, i.e. the complete subtree beginning at the selected node is
deleted. This is an important feature for dealing with failed proof attempts
which occur regularly in verification. With pruning a faulty decision is cut off

12
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the proof, and the user can correct it. Often a wrong decision becomes obvious
only after quite some additional proof steps, so pruning is more beneficial and
flexible than chronological backtracking. Using the context-menu it is also
possible to replay a part of the proof. By replaying a part of a proof tree all
the proof steps in this subtree are appended to the current goal. Replay of
(parts of) proofs is of great help to the proof engineer. It is part of the KIV
system since its early versions in the 1980 years. In addition to a simple replay
the KIV system also features the reuse of proofs [RS93] containing program
formulas. The reuse procedure uses sophisticated methods to adjust the proof
to modified program formulas.

Fig. 11. Proof Tree with Applications of Special Proof Rules

Recently support for temporal logic has been added to KIV. The approach
to handle recursive programs and temporal logic operators [BDRS02] is in-
spired by the Verification Diagrams as proposed by [MP94]. Temporal logic
proofs allow — under certain preconditions — that the proof tree contains
cycles, thus making it a proof graph. Proof graphs with cycles correspond
to the graphs of verification diagrams which may have cycles too. Cycles in
proof trees are constructed by two special proof rules. They cannot be applied
on a single sequent but need two different sequences within the current proof.
They are applied using the proof tree window.

One of the rules is the “Insert proof lemma”, the other rule is “Apply VD
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induction”. Insert proof lemma can be seen as a pointer in the proof tree,
to indicate, that two nodes are essentially the same. It can be applied by
first selecting the more specialized goal and making it active. Afterwards the
“Insert proof lemma” menu item has to be selected out of the context-menu of
the more generalized goal. After the rule application there remain two proof
obligations. First the implication between the more specialized and the more
generalized goal has to be shown, second the more generalized goal has to
be proven. To prevent invalid proofs, a cycle check is included within the
application of this rule.

The VD induction is a special form of well-founded induction, where the
induction order is determined when the user starts the proof but the term
whose size decreases is fixed when the induction is applied. The user deter-
mines a node, where he thinks the application of an induction will be possible
at a later time and determines a placeholder for the induction term, which
is inserted in the sequent. The induction term will be calculated once the
induction is applied. Therefore it is not sufficient to locally apply the induc-
tion rule within one node, as the induction term cannot be determined out
of the sequent but only out of the combination of two sequents. Therefore,
with the node where the induction should be applied marked active, the user
has to select another node, which will represent the begin of the induction.
After rule application the core logic calculates the induction term and tries to
find a suitable substitution for all variables on the sequent. Afterwards the
correctness of the induction application has to be shown.

Figure 11 shows a proof tree (to be more precise a proof graph) which
contains applications of these two special rules. The purple arrow near A(/).*-+,
represents the usage of a proof lemma, the two arrows at B(/).*-+, symbolize VD
inductions.

5 Online Documentation

The KIV system has a hypertext documentation that explains the features
of the system and the usage of the GUI. This documentation is available as
online documentation directly in the GUI. Figure 12 gives an impression of
the online documentation.

6 Conclusion

The GUI is an integral part of the KIV system. Without such an elaborate
GUI mastering large verification challenges would not be possible. A good
GUI for a theorem prover improves the productivity of a proof engineer in the
same way the productivity of a programmer is improved by a good GUI for
his programming language.

In this paper we have given an overview over the concepts and features
of the GUI developed for the KIV verification system. The central concepts
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Fig. 12. The Help Window

presented include:

• Graphical visualization of structured specifications combined with an elab-
orate correctness management.

• Display and direct manipulation of proof trees.

• Context-sensitive application of proof rules.
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